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Stock Traders’ & Investors’ Wrap
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1)“Bear Market or Just a Correction?”
By Jim Berg and John Atkinson

In September and early October 2018, we cautioned Members of our ‘Investing & Online
Trading Report’:
“Since Oct 19th 1987, traders and investors have tended to be jittery, often
with a rapid sell-off during the anniversary month, with October usually then
ending higher at month’s end than it started the month.
(This is often followed by a ‘Christmas rally’ in November to January.)”
Subsequently, significant falls in global markets started in the USA on Wednesday 10 th
October, when:


The Dow fell nearly 832 points, or 3.15%.



The S&P 500 posted its fifth straight decline, falling nearly 3.3% and



The Nasdaq fell more than 4% in its worst percentage decline since June 2016.

In this week’s special Edition of our Report, we include the following from Dr Shane Oliver,
AMP Capital’s Head of Investment Strategy and Chief Economist:


A poor October but have we seen the bottom in the share market rout? October
was a bad month for share markets with global shares losing 6.8% in local currency
terms which was their worst month since August 2011 and Australian shares losing
6.1% which was their worst month since August 2015.
The good news though is that markets have had a good bounce from their lows of
around 3%. Shares had become technically oversold and were due for a bounce.
It’s possible that following top to bottom falls of 10% for global shares, 11% for
Australian shares and 21% in emerging markets we have now seen the low but with
risks remaining around US interest rates, the US/China conflict, tech stocks, emerging
countries, the Italian budget and the US midterm elections in the week ahead it’s
impossible to be definitive so there could still be another leg down.
In terms of the trade issue specifically, while it’s great to hear that Trump and Xi are
talking and so there is hope they will announce a truce at the G20 meeting in late
November, we have seen several episodes of false hope this year only to see the
conflict worsen again and both sides are still a long way apart so it could still get worse
before it gets better.
However, while it’s impossible to say for sure whether we have seen the
bottom there are reasons to be optimistic beyond the near-term uncertainty…….”

On Friday 2nd November 2018, Mark DeCambre wrote at MarketWatch:
“ Chris Senyek, chief investment strategist at Wolfe Research, earlier this week highlighted the notion,
echoed by many previously, that trade issues remain at the forefront of investors’ minds:
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“..Trade has been a key driver of the global growth outlook in recent years. More
specifically, competitive devaluations created stiff headwinds for trade and the world
economy throughout 2015. We believe that the end of this destructive process was a
key catalyst behind strong synchronized global growth in 2016-17.
More recently, it appears that President Trump’s trade actions created a major drag on
trade in the first half of this year, before activity levels started to recover as U.S. was
making progress in renegotiating deals with Canada, Mexico, Europe, and South Korea.”
He offers this chart to illustrate:

Trade issues have been at the center of Wall Street’s concerns because they have the potential to ripple
into every other issue that has been besieging investors, if it escalates.
That includes the growth outlook for U.S. corporations, an economic slowdown in China, the pace of rate
hikes and the health of the U.S. economy and stock market, market participants have said…..”

“Is this a Bear Market or Just a correction?”
This is the primary ‘Million Dollar Question’ most investors’ and traders’ are deliberating around
the world right now.
That’s why in this week’s Special Edition of our Report, we include our views of today’s market,
along with valued analysis and commentary from Daryl Guppy, Alan Hull, Mark Hulbert, Dr
Shane Oliver and others.
We believe it’s too early to tell but being cautious in our weekly Report and Signals Services
has proven to be a very good strategy in recent months.
The increase in volatility would be uncomfortable for most investors. This week there were
interesting comments/advice from several analysts:
i)

“Buy the dips”

ii)

“This time is different”

iii)

“It’s not a loss if you don’t sell”

It doesn’t make any sense to not use stops. Where do you put your stops if you buy a falling
market (dips)?
In both the 2000 (tech wreck) and the 2008 Global Financial Crisis (GFC) many analysts said
‘this time is different’.
‘It’s not a loss if you don’t sell’ clearly means there is no intention to use stops. This advice in
2008 resulted in holding while markets fell over 50% and have yet to regain the 2007 peak
(now over 10 years ago).
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“What to do NOW?”
In the weeks leading up to the October correction, only a few shares passed Jim’s tightened
Entry criteria (as detailed in our weekly ‘Investing & Online Trading Report’), so the number of
‘open’ positions was kept correspondingly low*.
We are now waiting patiently for volatility to settle down and market direction to be confirmed
before looking for new notional positions to add to Jim’s Australian Trading Signals and
Investing Signals Services and to our notional USA & Australian portfolios in our weekly
Report. E.g:
1) If the Australian and/or USA market switch to falling trends in coming weeks/months,
then we:
a) Plan to show how to trade and invest using inverse ETFs - designed to rise
when markets fall.
b) May also scan the market to find those shares which continue in rising trends
and give confirmed entry signals, using Jim’s entry criteria.
2) If markets continue their rising trends, then we have also laid out our detailed Plan in
our weekly Report for timing when to re-enter the market– so that Members can take
advantage of the rebound and Christmas rally (see Page 1).*
In addition, as an update on our Australian ETF Signals Service:


Leading up to a possible correction in September or October, we deliberately
kept 3 notional positions in ‘cash’ pending a suitable Entry Signal
afterwards.*



Stops were triggered in October for 1 Australian and 5 International ‘open’
ETF Signals. These 6 ETFs were exited with notional losses of -9.1%, -6.7%,
-1% and -0.7% and notional profits of +9.5% and +15.1%, after
dividends*.



Considering the extent of the falls generally in markets around the world in
October, we were pleased:
 With these results* and
 That the Investing Plan we designed especially for this ETF Portfolio
Service ad managed to trigger exits in other ETFs in European, Asian
and Emerging Markets – months prior to the October falls.



This now leaves:


1 ‘open’ international ETF notional position (currently in open profit of
+11.1%* which we continue to monitor daily on behalf of our ETF
Signals Members and



9 notional ‘Ca$h’ positions* - we will notify ETF Signals Members as soon
as any ETFs provide confirmed Entry Signals using Jim’s JB Volatility
Indicators for new long (or short) ETF positions in the near future.

* The past performance of STE products is not and should not be taken as an indication of future performance.
Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service, like all other financial services, is subject to
market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future performance

For more info on our Signals Services Click Here Now 
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2) New Educational Resource Jim Berg’s ‘Connecting the Dots’ Videos
Now is an excellent time to ‘take time out’ to improve your knowledge and skills in the
market.

That’s why, to help our Members further, Jim Berg has spent several hours ‘behind the scenes’
to create a new series of educational videos called ‘Connecting the Dots’ .
In each Video, Jim takes one stock/share at a time and shows how he manages it from Entry
to Exit, using his common sense ‘Weight-of-Evidence’ approach and his now world famous JB
Volatility Indicators.
We plan to provide this new series of short videos with our compliments to Members of our
weekly ‘Investing and Online Trading’ Report.
The construction of a new Members’ webpage is currently nearing completion, on which we will
progressively post this new series of ‘Connecting the Dot’s’ videos. We will send Members the
access link to that webpage when it is ready.
Meanwhile, as your ‘sneak video preview’ of one of Jim Berg’s new videos, Click Here Now
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To Continue Reading:
1. Order this week’s Special Single Edition of the ‘Investing & Online Trading Report’
incl. Jim Berg’s and others views on today’s market - for only $9.97 now, or
2. Become a Member now (with no lock-in contract) and instantly download your
Bonus Welcome package (over $398 value):
 Your Bonus ‘Gamechanger’ Trading & Investing Templates and
 Your Bonus updated ‘Stock Selection Tool’
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Have You Watched
Your Free Webinar Yet?

‘Which Shares & ETFs to Buy?
When to Buy & Sell?
-

Watch this new webinar

BEFORE you risk another dollar in the market…..

Simply click on this link to Start Your Free Webinar Now ==>
General Advice Warning: This document is a tool to assist you in your personal judgment. It is not designed to replace your Licensed Financial
Consultant or your Stockbroker. In preparing this document, Jim Berg and John Atkinson as Authorised Representatives (AR Nos. 322724 and
1251439) and ShareTradingEducation.com (“STE”), as Corporate Authorised Representative (CAR No. 322726) of Longhou Capital Markets Pty Ltd
(“LCM”) Australian Financial Services Licence AFSL 292464, have not taken into account the investment objectives, financial situation and
particular needs of any particular investor, because readers come from diverse backgrounds, with diverse objectives and financial situations.
Because of that, the customer should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to their objectives,
financial situation and needs; and, if the advice relates to the acquisition, or possible acquisition of a particular financial product, the customer
should obtain a Product Disclosure Statement or offer document relating to the product and consider the Statement before making a decision
about whether to acquire the product.
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material is from an Australian source and complies with Australian law and not necessarily any other (local) law.
As this information is of a general nature only, you should seek advice from your broker or other investment advisors as appropriate before taking
any action. In particular, this may include consultation with your Taxation Advisor regarding any possible taxation implications from selling stocks,
shares, Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) or other instruments. (ShareTradingEducation.com P/L is not a registered tax agent and any reference to
tax is incidental and must be confirmed with a registered tax agent).The decision to trade and the method of trading is for the reader to decide.
STE and/or LCM and its officers, employees, agents, associates and alliance partners (“Associates”) may have or may obtain an interest in the
securities referred to in this letter and will receive commissions, brokerage and other fees from dealing in the securities or advising in respect of
the proposed listing of the securities. LCM and/or STE believe that the information contained in this letter was accurate at the time it was
compiled.
Performance Caution: Direct investing in the stock market can result in financial loss. The past performance of STE products is not and should
not be taken as an indication of future performance. Caution should be exercised in assessing past performance. STE’s service, like all other
financial services, is subject to market forces and unpredictable events that may adversely affect its future performance.
Jim Berg, John Atkinson and STE believe that the information contained in this document was accurate at the time it was compiled. However,
results reflect absolute trading stop loss discipline. Any projections made in this document are estimates only and no representation is being
made that any account will or is likely to achieve profits or losses similar to those shown. Stock tips, buy or sell recommendations are not
provided in this document.
All case study trades are notional examples using reasonably attainable entry and exit points. Results reflect absolute trading stop loss discipline.
Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading. Also, since the trades have not actually been executed,
the results may have over or under compensated for impact, if any, of certain market factors, such as lack of liquidity
Copyright: The information contained in this document is copyright © 2018 and for the sole use of trial and prepaid readers. It cannot be
circulated to other readers without the permission of the ShareTradingEducation.com. Contributed material reflects the personal opinion of the
authors and is not necessarily those of the publisher. Articles accurately reflect the personal views of the authors. Sharetradingeducation.com is
an independent financial education organization and research is supported by subscription fees and affiliate rebates.
OFFICES: Copacabana, NSW 2251, Australia and Dromana, Victoria 3936, Australia.
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